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I. THIS TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THE DISPUTE

1. Claimant was no longer entitled to investment protection regime of CEPTA; therefore the

Claimant has no ground to bring the case to arbitration under Article 9.16 of CEPTA

a. Claimant had no investments in the territory of Respondent falling into the Scope of

Investment as stipulated under Article 9.1 of CEPTA at the time Claimant initiated

arbitration proceedings [L1391, P40].

2.  The ICSID Convention cannot apply to Mekar

a. Bonooru has signed the ICSID Convention, Respondent has not [L28, P2].

3. Claimant does not meet enough the conditions to have ratione personae [Article 2 of the

ICSID Additional Facilities Rules]

a. Claimant was not a legal person, who participated in a legal relationship independently

[EBO Invest and others v. Latvia].

II. AMICUS CURIAE

1. Amici met the conditions in Point a Clause 3 Article 4 of ICSID’s Arbitration Additional

Facility Rules

a. Amici brings particular knowledge in investments [L616, P19].

b. Amici directly participated in the deliberations of the acquisition of an 85% stake in Caeli

Airways by Vemma [L624, P19].

c. Giving a different insight for the arbitration, Vemma paid bribes to Mr. Dorian Umbridge

in the process of buying Caeli Airways [L634, P19].

2.  Requesting the Tribunal to reject the CBFI’s submission

a. CBFI does not guarantee independence from the disputing parties.

b. CBFI cannot offer a different point of view of the dispute.

III. THE RESPONDENT HAS NOT VIOLATED ARTICLE 9.9 OF THE CEPTA

1.  The Respondent has fulfilled its representation in creating a legitimate expectation:

a. Truly about conditions in the marketing of Goeffrey Hoytsman [Article 9.9, Cla(3)

CEPTA]

b. The marketing was said by aviation consultant [U. Facts, para 21, P.31]

2.  Two Investigation from CCM:
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2.1 The Right to Regulate under 9.8 CEPTA in the role of balancing and regulating

Respondent territories:

a. The legally passing rules and asking Vemma for obeying those rules, including

“Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Practice Act, as Amended in 2009”, which was a

basement for the investigation of CCM [Clause 2, Article 9.8 CEPTA]

b. Considering the dangerous business model could affect the national economy and the

competition market shares would damage other airlines. [Clause 1, Article 9.8 CEPTA]

2.2  The legally of Two Investigation from CCM under Chapter III MRTP:

“ The CCM has the sole competence to initiate an investigation concerning potentially

anti-competitive behaviour.” [Annex V, Chapter III, Article 1 MRTP]

a. CCM conducted the first investigation based on Article 2 MRTP relate to the market

share and expansion of Caeli:

i. Caeli Airways took the largest market share in the airway area, plus the quick

expansion due to many support, which helps Claimant to have 54% in market share;

[Article 2(a) MRTP]

ii. Recognizing the risky business in investing without a long-term vision [Article 9.8

CEPTA]

iii. Placing airfare caps as punishment is a behavioural remedies imposed [Article 4(d)

MRTP] and removed cap when getting in order [U. Fact, P. 38, para. 55]

b. CCM conducted the second investigation based on Article 2 MRTP relate to the

anti-competitive behavior in Phenac:

i. The Investigation was made due to Caeli’s submission [Article 3(a)(b) MRTP]

ii. Devaluation or predatory price base on numerous hours flights of low-price flights and

the downturn of oil price. [U. Fact, para. 36, p. 34]

3.  Numerous notices had been made by Mekar as advice for Claimant's risky business model

4.  Truly obey domestic procedure and international law

4.1 Claimant had violated Undertaking in high-level co-operation [U. Fact, P.32, para. 25]

in buying airplanes [U. Fact, para. 27, P.32] and using “Facilities” of Moon Alliance.

4.2  Respondent had obeyed correctly court procedure:

a. Refusing the buying stock of Hawthorne application, “Right of First Refusal Offer” to the

Hawthorne Group’s offer [Annex VI, Article 39(1)(a), Shareholders’ Agreement] ;
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b. Refusing the award of Sinnoh Tribunal [Article 5(1)(e), New York Convention]

c. The clear capacity of Mr. Cavanaugh as arbitrator is due to the shady record.

5.  Respondent had non-discriminatory treatment

5.1  Respondent had no responsibility to provide subsidies for Claimant’s risky strategies

a. The claimant did not consider the economic crisis that Respondent went through either,

which generated effects in the business of Caeli [Metalpar S.A. and Buen Aire S.A. v.

Argentine Republic].

b. Bonooru was also responsible for saving when these strategies turned sour.

c. In a crisis situation, the Mekari Government had the right under Article 9.8 of the CEPTA

to prioritize subsidies for small and medium enterprises, which is not considered unequal

treatment [CMS v. Argentina].

5.2  Respondent acted in good faith

a. Mekari authorities approved the denomination of airfare in US Dollars for all airlines

operating [U. Fact, P35, para .40].

b. When Caeli’s market share fell below 40%, Respondent lifted the airfare caps [U. Fact,

P. 38, para. 55].

IV.  CONSIDER FOR COMPENSATION

1. Respondent asked the Tribunal to consider compensation based on “Market value” instead of

“Fair market value” due to the crisis at that moment. [Rusoro Mining Ltd. v. Bolivarian Republic

of Venezuela]

2. Consider Claimant had a particular or special relationship at the arm-length objective, and the

deal of 700M USD from Vemma was compulsory to sell. [Starrett Housing Corp v Iran]

3.  The claimant had no point compensation for other losses [Article 9.11 CEPTA].
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